Walking Tour of Historic Jewish Boston

Meet at the New England Holocaust Memorial (Faneuil Hall Side) at 1:30pm.

Sunday October 30th, 1:30pm - 4pm
Led by NEJS and Hornstein Professor Ellen Smith

Wear comfortable walking shoes! We will walk and talk about the Boston Jewish experience, and how it overlaps other ethnic and immigrant histories in the city. We'll finish at the Vilna Shul on Beacon Hill, Boston’s oldest surviving immigrant-era shul...now a vibrant cultural and spiritual center for Boston Jewish life.

Ellen is co-author with Jonathan Sarna of *The Jews of Boston*, curator of three exhibitions on Jewish Boston, and was chief consultant to the Emmy Award-winning WGBH-TV show “The Jews of Boston.” Her walking tours are lively, interactive, fun, and as one former graduate student wrote, “changed my way of thinking about and living in Jewish Boston – all for the better!”

Spaces on the tour are limited so please email Joanne Arnish (jarnish@brandeis.edu) by October 27th with the number of spaces you would like to reserve (family and friends are welcome).